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Abstract-General

formulations
presented
in nodal and modal
non-proportional
and hysteretic

for the frequency
domain
coordinates.
The definition
damping.

is the complex frequency
response matrix. The dependency of [H(o)] from o stems not only from w and o* but also
from [c] and [k] when they are frequency dependent.
For an arbitrary loading {p(t)}, the nodal displacement
response in the frequency domain is given by [2]:

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of dynamic response in frequency domain is
strongly indicated
for structural
systems with frequencydependent properties and hysteretic damping. In a previous
Technical Note, Venancio-Filho
and Claret [I] presented the
matrix
formulation
of the dynamic
analysis
of SDOF
systems in the frequency domain. In this formulation
the
DFTs (Discrete Fourier Transforms)
are implicitly executed
in the same procedure
that leads to the response in the
time domain. This is the concept of IFT (Implicit Fourier
Transform).
In the present
Note the formulation
for
MDOF is developed in nodal and modal coordinates.
The
consideration
of damping is the most general, encompassing
non-proportional
and hysteretic
damping.
In the modal
coordinate formulation
an efficient iterative procedure based
on the pseudo-force
concept can be used to obtain the
complex frequency response matrix.

FORMULATION

IN NODAL

{V(w)]

W[cl+

[knl) +
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?I=0
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In this equation [m] and [k] are, respectively, the (J x J) mass
and stiffness matrices; [c] is the (J x J) viscous damping
matrix and [k,] is the (J x J) hysteretic damping matrix. This
matrix is built up by adequate superposition
of the element
stiffness matrices multiplied by the respective damping coefficients. {uO} and {pO} are, respectively, the (J x 1) vectors
of the amplitudes of the nodal displacements and the load at
frequency w.
From eqn (I) one obtains by inversion:
i%]

=w(~)l~P,~~

+ i(o[c] + [k,])+

= At i H,,(o,)
,=I

‘~~‘p,(f.)e-‘*~(““‘.
n=O

(6)

The time domain response of the ith DOF, v,(I,), is
the IDFT (Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform)
of I’,(@,,,),
given by

Substituting now into eqn (7) V,(o,)
following result is obtained:

(2)

[k]]-’

(5)

(7)

where
[H(w) = I--o*[m]

(4)

where w, (n=O,l,2
,...,
N-l)
and t, (n=0,1,2
,...,
N - 1) are, respectively, the discrete frequencies and times,
and N is the number of points in the DFT. Taking into
account eqns (4) and (5). the DFI of the nodal displacement
v, is

COORDINATES

[~ll{~oI= {PO}.

=Pf(w)l:Pb)].

where {P(w)} and {I’(o)} are, respectively, the loading
and nodal displacements
FTs (Fourier Transforms).
The
DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform)
of {p(r)} is {P(w)},
whose elements are P(o,),
given by Clough and Penzien [2],

Consider a MDOF system with J nodal coordinates.
The
dynamic equilibrium
equation in the frequency domain is
[-e+il+

dynamic analysis of MDOF systems are
of damping
is very broad and includes

(3)
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from eqn (6) the final
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Note
Matrices

that
AwA(
I
__
=-,
2n
N

[C] and [K,]

(9)

are split as

[Cl = [CD1+ [C,l

(20)

[&J = wm1+ [Kvl.

(21)

and
FORMULATION

The modal

IN MODAL

COORDINATES

transformation
(IO)

{%1 = PllY,}

is now considered.
[@I is the (J x K) (K 4 J) matrix of
normal modes and {y,} is the (K x 1) vector of modal
coordinates.
Introducing
eqn (10) into eqn (1) and premultiplying
by [@IT, one obtains

In eqn (20) [C,] is a diagonal matrix which has the diagonal elements of [Cl, and [Cr] has zero diagonal elements
and the corresponding
off-diagonal
elements of [C]. The
same follows for [K,,] in eqn (21). Substituting
for [C] and
[Kn] in eqn (19) from eqns (20) and (21) respectively, the
following equation is obtained:

= {Po}ea”’ -K,l1YI

~-~2~11+~(O~Cl+~~~l~+~~211~Y~} = {PO). (11)
The normal

modes

are normalized

in such a way that

(22)

Introducing
into eqn (22) the steady-state
solution {y } =
{Jjo}e’“’ this equation is transformed,
after inversion, into

(12)

[@lTbl[@l = VI
where [I] is the (K x K) unit matrix.

- mD,liY~.

{hl

= b%(~~)] HP,} - WGI

+ wD,l){Y,N

(23)

In this way
where

[@lT[~l[@l= w

(13)
[E,(o)

where [Q*] is a (K x K) diagonal matrix containing
the K
natural frequencies squared. Moreover, in eqn (11).
(14a)

[Cl = [@lTkI[@l~
&I

= [@lTW,l[@l~

(14b)

= [-w’[I]

+ i[K,]

+ io[C,]

+ [K]]-’

(24)

is a diagonal
matrix and noting that inversion is trivial.
The term (- iw[Cr] + i [K,,]){ y,,} is a pseudo-force
term
which takes into account the general form of the damping
matrices.
Equation (23) is solved by an iterative procedure, the kth
step of which is

and

iYb”‘I=Wd~)l[{Po~
The inversion

of eqn (1 I) produces

-(~~[C,l+i[K,,l)(Yg-“Jl.

(25)

(13

[PO1= [@ITiP,}.
the following

{Y,) =[~(~)lipoL

result:

In the first step

-(iw[C,l+

(16)

where

i[K,,l){yp}

The final result of the iterative
[H(w)]=[-w*[l]+i(WIC]+[Ko])+[R~l]-’

(17)

is the complex
frequency
response
matrix
in modal
coordinates.
Starting
from eqn (16) and following
in modal coordinates the steps of eqns (4)-(8), the final result for the
ith modal coordinate
is obtained as

P’(W

)I = w, (0 )I WI - [a+
- [Z]-’+

= 0.

(26)

steps is

LQ
+ (- 1)” “[Z]” - “I

where

El = (NC,1 + iF&lWd(~)l.
The geometric

If there is no hysteretic
damping
and the MDOF
system is classically damped (or damping is proportional)
then matrix [C] in eqn (14a) is diagonal. Consequently,
the
matrix in eqn (11) is diagonal, the inversion is trivial, and
[H(w)], eqn (17). is a diagonal matrix. In the general case,
the matrix in eqn (1 I) is not diagonal.
Recently Jangid and Datta [3] proposed
an iterative
procedure, based on the pseudo-force
concept introduced by
Claret and Venancio-Filho
[4] for time history analysis, to
obtain [H(o)] in the general case, which is computationally
efficient and attractive.
Summarizing,
this procedure
is as
follows.
Consider
the equilibrium
equation
in modal
coordinates
for harmonic excitation,
Iji) +[Clj3)

+ iLl{YI

+ Kl{YI = {POW’.

(19)

(27)

series in eqn (27) can be expressed

(28)
as

[#J(w)]
from eqns (27) or (29) is the complex frequency
response matrix in modal coordinates
obtained
by the
proposed iterative pseudo-force
method.
For a convergent
series, from eqn (29)
jFx

[Z+(o)] =

a

=

[H(o)]

(30)

where [E(w)] is the matrix defined in eqn (17).
The iterative procedure
is convergent
if l[Z]l < I where
][Z]( is the following norm of [Z]:
[Z] = {det[[Z][Z]T*]}‘,z
where * denotes

complex

conjugate.

(31)
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